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July 1, 2019
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

BCA Bearings Expands Product Line with Additional SKUs
Mt. Prospect, Ill. – NTN, the parent company of BCA Bearings, has announced the release of 24 new product SKUs. The
new products cover BCA’s bearings line as well as its differential kit offering.
“We are pleased to be able to offer these additional SKUs to our customers as we continue to fill out our product
offering,” said Matt Gorski, Manager of Product Management. “We have made great progress on filling out our bearings
product line. Furthermore, the addition of these differential kits is paramount to our persistent effort to provide the
products our customers need. We hope our continued diligence illustrates our commitment to provide high-quality
products in key coverage areas.”
BCA Bearings, powered by NTN, is a long-time, trusted OE supplier to the automotive aftermarket. Proud to be providing
solutions that include the most durable bearing products you need in the industry, BCA offers a full line of wheel hub
assemblies, seals and loose bearings.
Complete product and catalog information for the BCA line can be found at www.BCABearings.com and
www.ShowMeTheParts.com.
About BCA
BCA® has over a century of experience supplying wheel end solutions in America. Today BCA is owned by NTN, a global
manufacturer of wheel hub assemblies and bearings. As the #1 supplier of OE-quality hub assemblies, we fulfill more
than 30% of the demand for North American OE vehicle production from our Elgin, Illinois plant. In the Aftermarket, this
gives BCA the advantage of providing highly-engineered replacement parts that meet or exceed the OE engineering
specifications. We leverage this expertise to offer application full-line coverage for both domestic and foreign
nameplates. For more information, visit www.BCABearings.com.
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